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Reliability theory i s reckoned as the icltno* of 
predicting, estimating or optimising the probability of 
survival, the mean l i f e or sore generally the l i f e die tri but ion 
of componenta. The interest in re l iab i l i ty theory currently 
exhibited by engineers* mathematicians* soonoaists and these 
concerned with enviromental oelenoee and l i f e eclenoee hae 
atinulated the research work in this field* 
the Failure distributions play a key role In most 
aspeote of Reliability theory* Many well known distributions 
such as exponential, Wei bull's^^amiaa and lognoraal ha Ye been 
taken as failure distributions in various problems of re l labl l l t 
theory by different authors* Among them the exponential distri-
bution i s the most commonly used failure distribution for the 
l i f e of components. In tills thes is , a new failure distribution 
has been proposed which ve feel i s more suited as compared 
to the aforesaid distributions and further infereneial problems 
are carried out c*g* finding eetiiaatea of parameters, their 
distribution functions and tes ts of hypothesis on the basis 
of observation. 
the 1st Chapter i s of Introductory nature* I t contains 
some fundamental concepts of re l iab i l i ty theory and stochastic 
processes* 
( i i ) 
la tha Had Chapter, vo study la detail different 
aapaeta of tha propoaad fallara dietribution, giving aloa^lth 
eoae brief introduction of other fallara distributions, Thio 
work wil l appear la the form of a paper by $*?«Makaarjes and 
A. Ialaa in Maral Rsaearoh ^ogietics Qaart«rly» 
Xa Iiird Chapter, the tfaslaiaa Livelihood eetiaete of a 
paraaeter p of tha propoaad fallara distribution has beea 
obtained and i to distribution function eraluated, ftarfther 
la tbo aaaa ahea the l i f • taut i s terminated after a praaaalg* 
aad a as bar of fai lures bare aaaa obtained ia taa fora ^t 
ordarad obaerr&tiona* Tha work wi l l appear la tha fora of 
a p«por by s . N* a l l and A. Ialaa la taa 1977 iaaao af taa 
Journal of IAPQ* traaanotioa, farther, thia chapiter also 
aootaiaa aoaa raaulta oa taa exponential dlstrlbutloa due 
to Spstein aad Sobel (1953). 
Tha aaxiaua likelihood aatiaata of another par aaa tar 
of tha propoaad distribution aad tha diatrlbution functioa 
of that estimator have baaa obtained la tha I ' th ohaptar. 
KISO tha Baysaian aatiaatsa of tha paraaetera of tha propoaad 
fal lara dietribut ion aad re l iabi l i ty functioa have aaaa worked 
oat la tha aaaa ohaptar* Thia work haa aaaa submitted la tha 
fora of a papor ay A* Ialaa la tha Jauraal of 1A?Q& transaction. 
( iii ) 
A atudj of tho guana failure distribution has been 
aarrled emt la the ¥th chapter. Tho aaariUma likelihood 
ostiaate of a paraaeter of tho gaaaa failure distribution 
and i t * distribution function haro been worked out, assuaing 
that tho obaorwatioao are la the f o n of order s t a t l s t i o . 
The work hao boon subaitted by A.lalaa for publication la 
tho Allgarh Bulletin of Kathoaatles* 
In t'.ie l ae t , I wish to exproao ay deep sense of gratitude 
to ay supervisor Pro feasor B. «• All for guidance. 1 aa also 
indebted to Dr. 3 . P. itukherjee, Calcutta University, for 
valuable suggestion* and help at Tar ions stages. i aloo wish 
to thank friends for continuous enoour&geocnt. I aa thankful 
to Mr* Halls Ahaad for typing tho thes i s . 
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. . . ( i ) - ( i i 
By an un^t we nean an element, a system or a part of 
a system o» the l ike . A failure i s the partial or total loss 
or aodlficntlon of the properties of the unite in such a way 
that i t s functioning i s seriously impeded or completely stopped. 
Timre re many physioai causes that individually or collectively 
nay be responsible for the failure of a device at any particular 
instant. It nsay not be possible to Isolate these physical causes 
and account for a l l of them, and therefore, the choice of a 
failure distribution 1B s t i l l an art. In view of these diff icult i 
i t i s necessary to appeal to a concept that makes i t possible 
to dietinguigh between the different distribution functions on 
the basis of physical considerations. JJuch a concept in based 
on the failure rate function, which i s also known as haaard rate, 
In actuarial s ta t i s t i c s the hasard rate goes under the «aoe of 
force of mortality, in extreme-value theory i t i s called intenelt 
function and in economics i t s reciprocal Is called Mil ' s Ha t ip. 
Let Fix) be a distribution function of the time-to-failure 
random variable X, and l e t f(x) be i t e probability density 
function. fhen the failure rate i s defined as 
f (x) 
hU) - — — . . . d a ) 
l-F(x) 
( 2 ) 
here l-F(x) i s called the rel iabi l i ty at time x and 
will be denoted by R(x) or ?(x) . Alee 
Ax) 
h(x) m
 m — . t since f(x) • - H»(x) . . . (1 .2 ) 
H*) 
Ihe failure rate, which i s function of time, has a 
prob&bllistio interpretation, namely* b(x)dx represents the 
probability that a device which hao functioned without failure 
upto time x will fa l l in the tine interval (x,x+dx). 
Let us now consider relation (1*2) 
H«(X) 
h(x) - - - - - . 
K(X) 
a 
— > - h(x) » log R(x) 
ftx 
X 
or log f?(x) • - / n(x) dx 
o 
X 
or l - F(x) - exp. L- / Hx)dx] . . . ( 1 . 3 ) 
o 
i*rom equation ( l . l ) » we get 
x 
f(x) » h(x) exp. [- / h(e)4»] . . . ( 1 . 4 ) 
o 
therefore, given the functional form of h(x) t f(x) and 
( 3 ) 
F(x) can bo easily determined from aquations (1*3) and (1*4)* 
Tli* Mian residual lift of a component of ago x is daflnad 
am 
\ F(f) do, 
F(x) 
Wo say that a distribution F has digr fifing BfftP rttlflml 
l i f • i f the aaan residual U f a of a eoaponsat of aga x i s 
decreasing in x. A natural strenthsning of tha oonoapt of 
decreasing aaan raaidual l i f a la to assume that tha conditional 
probability of failure given surrivial to tine x la increasing 
in x, i . e . h(x) ia increasing in x. flistributiona with thin 
property ara denoted by J£& i . e . Imersasjng XaUuTf ratal 
Distributions for which h(x) la decreasing ara denoted by J£& 
!••• fliwTtajlai gajiirt rati* 
There ara situations whan aft or a failure, tha unit i s 
renewed, fhls renewal can aasume various forms* i t can bs 
replaoed with a nav unit that i s identical to i t or i t oan bo 
subjected to maintenance that completely restores a l l i t s 
original properties* It is immaterial to us which typo of 
renewal takes place. In what follows, wa shall assume that 
at the instant of failure the unit i s replaoed with a now one. 
( 4) 
Let us also suppose that the tine required to carryout 
renewal la negligibly small in eoaparision with the life 
length of toe unit. Suppose that the unit bestAS operating 
at the instant t » e and continues operating for a random 
period of time ^ and then fails. At that instant, it is 
replaced with a new unit, which operates for a length of tins 
&2, then fails and is replaced with a third unit, this process 
is continued indefinitely. It is natural to assume that the 
life lengths X^v X2#... of the units are independent. The 
random titaes )^ » Xg,... haws the same distribution which we 
denote by P(t) 
F(t) « Prob. [^ < t] 
fhe instants of failures or renewals 
H- h 
*2 * *l * "2 
*n" h+ h* •••* *& 
constitute a random flow which we call a renewal process. 
Let us suppose also that the mean l i f e of a unit and i t s variance 
are f in i te , 
( 5 ) 
T0 - a(^) - / LI - *(t>] dt 
o 
uuppoec finally that there exists a continuous dlstrlbuti 
density f(x) • F*(x). 
In the study of renewal process,*basic role i s played by 
the random Tarleble :»(t)t which i s equal to the number of 
failures that take place In the tlae t . This random variable 
Is defined by the condition 
tN(t) < * i t N(tHi 
It can assiUBs only non negative integral values, Let us 
find the distribution of B ( t ) . First we note that 
prob lN(t) > n\ • Preb. [ t < t ] 
- v t > ••• <l-5> 
where the functions #n(*) are the distribution laws ef the t 
and are defined by 
t 
( 6 ) 
fhuc from equation (1 .5) follows that 
Pn(t) • prob. D<t) « nl - FB(t)-*m ] L(t) . . .U .*> 
In particular P 0 ( t ) - 1 - F ( t ) . 
foese formulae y i e ld the desired distribution of »(*)• 
Of fundamental significance in the study of a renewal proeost 
i s the renewal function h(t) which i s equal to tho number of 
fa i lures that occur upto the Instant t . Using equation (1.6) 
we can eas i ly find thio function 
" (n - i ) J U t ) 
mz a 
. . . ( 1 . 7 ; 
the aean number of fa i lures during the interral ( t , , t , , ) 
i s obviously equal to « ( t 2 ) - UCt^). 
Instead of the function H(t), we often consider i t s 
derivatiTe 
h( t ) » H»(t) 
fi(t) • E mt)-\ » 1 n P ( t ) 
n-1 n 
- 1: n CF_(t) 
m l c n 
l n F ( t ) 
J B P l 
ml n 
( 7 ) 
me function h(t) i s called the renewal density. It 
follows from (1.7) that the renewal density i s expressed 
by the series 
h(t) - * f n ( t ) where f ( t ) - F»(t) 
n»l ** 
The quantities ?n(t)» H(t) and h(t) can be used to solve 
certain problems in rel iabi l i ty theory. Suppose, for example, 
that we need to find the smallest number of spere parts units 
n that will be suffioient for the time interval [e,t'\ with 
probability no leee than l-a (where a i s a snail number). 
for n spare unite to be sufficient for the tiae interval o ,t l 
the number of failures in this time oust not exceed n. From 
this we obtain the condition for determining n » 
i"rob.LN(t) < n\ > l-a or prob. [H(t) > n] < a 
Fron equation (1.5)» we obtain 
W*> < « 
The smallest n that satisf ies th i s inequality i s the 
desired number of spare unite. It should be noted that only 
in rare cases can we calculate ?a(t)t the n*feld convolution 
of r ( t ) t in closed form. 
( 8 ) 
3. MHWWIPg FWMffftg 
In many situations, failure of a unit during actual 
operation ia ooetly or dangerous* If the unit la characterised 
by a failure rata that increases with age, i t may bo viae to 
replace i t before i t has aged too greatly. A coaoonly considered 
replacement policy 1* the policy baaed on age (age replacement)* 
Such a policy la in force i f a unit ia alvaye replaoed at the 
time of failure or T houro after i ta instal lat ion, whichever 
ooours f i r s t , T i s a constant unless otherwise specified* i f T 
i s a random variable we shall refer to the policy so a rfffrlfn 
ftflf rtBlftflffBOflt policy» Hnder a policy of ,M,oofc rtBlacsnjat 
the unit la replace* at t ines 1 <KT ( K » 1 , 2 , . . . ) and at 
failures* This replacement policy derives i t s name from the 
conmonly eaployed practice of replacing a block or group of 
units in a eyetea at prescribed tines KT( K • 1,2,•••) 
Independent of failure history of Hie eye ten. 
For what component failure distribution would a replaceaen 
policy be beneficial ? This Question has been considered by 
several authors. t}mR»'d9r& (1955) baaed his consideration 
solely on the failure rate* i f the failure rate i s increasing 
age replacement should be considered. &• Weiss (1956a) proposed 
that an age replacement polloy would be beneficial if the 
expected expected tine to an in service failure were a decreaal 
function of T* Another criterion which has been considered i s 
( 9 ) 
that If conditional mean l i f e of nn item of age t ie 
decreasing in t , an age replacement policy would seem 
appropriate, 
Replacement Based on age 
we defined an age replacement policy as one in which a 
unit i s replaced T hours after i t s installation or at failure, 
whichever occure f i r s t , T i 0 considered as constant. In this 
situation, i t i s of value to know, for any specified length 
of time, the distribution and expected value of the number of 
planned replacements, the number of failures, the total number 
of removals caused by either planned replacement or failure 
replacement, This kind of information i s needed for comparing 
alternative replacement policies and in determining the number 
of spares to stock or the budget required to maintain the 
equipment. 
jSasJ*ttJ» IgBsse ffifflL£<iiaMgsfe 
Let l*j(t) denote the probability that an item does not 
fail in service before time t, we assume that replacement occurs 
at failure or T hours after installation, whichever comes first, 
rhen 
3 <t) - t?(T)f 2<t - nT) 
( u ) 
component use, 
It will be useful to compare block replacement and age 
replacement both using replacement interval r . Block replacement 
Is more wasteful since more unfilled components are rercoved than 
under a similar policy based on age. Similarly the total number 
of both fulled and unfalled components i s greater. 
Let us denote the number of removals under a block policy 
in [ o v t ] by NR(t) and the number of removals in [o9t] using 
age replacement by H (*)• ° i e following theorem states that 
Mfl(t) i s stochastically larger tnan NA(t). 
Jbegrgm .*- l*ob. [HA(t) > A) < Prob. [»B(t) 2 n ] 
for n * o»l»2,,«# 
Random Replacement 
It is sometimes impractical to replace a mechanism in 
a strictly periodic fashion, »»r example, a given mechanism 
may have a variable work cycle so that replacement in mideycle 
is impossible or impractical. In this case the replacement 
policy would have to be a random one, taking advantage of any 
free time available for making replacements, 
Random age replacement procedures generate several associate 
( 12 ) 
renewal processes which may be defined ae follows. Suppose 
f irs t that unit replacements are made only upon failure, 
Ihen the times between replacements [X^f 1 < K < •>] are 
identically, independently distributed random variables with 
distribution tf and therefore form a renewal process, text let 
[X«, 1 < K < «•] defines a renewal process with corresponding 
distribution G, 'Ale sequence of random variables corresponds 
to successive planned replacement intervals that do not take 
Into account any actual failures. Define a third associated 
renewal process l\~\ where Z^ » ndn ( X^  , Y& ) . Then 
\J,K, l < K < «*] consists of the intervals between successive 
removals caused by either failures or planned replacements 
following the replacement procedure defined by G. Let H(t) • 
PU < t ) then 
li(t) « 1 • ?(t) F ( t ) . 
Ihe expected time between successive removals i s 
h{z) - / " s < t ) 3(t) dt 
o 
In this section we consider more complex systems which 
are subject to a certain inspection , repair
 ?replacement policies 
thereby assuming more than two possible states. At any instant 
( X3 ) 
in time the aye ten can be in one of a number of possible 
states, She number of distinguished states dependo on the 
number and function of the system equipments. 
£he deterioration law of the system will usually be 
assumed to be S§arkovian ( i . e . the future course of the system 
depends only on i t s state at the present time and not on i t s 
past history), fhis model has been suggested by ?-lien (1962), 
among others. There r e two reasons for suggesting a Markov 
model to describe deterioration, First of a l l , If each component 
have approximately an exponential failure law, the complete 
system can be described approximately by a Jdarkov process. 
Secondly the f irst order approximating description of raany 
physical system i s that in which knowledge of the history of 
such systems contains no predictive v&lue. A Murkov prmcess 
i s the stochastic equivalent of this type of process. 
4 .1 . Markov Chain. Markov process and Semi Markov processes 
lie re we give a brief account of liarkov chains having a 
f inite state space and either u discrete or continuous time 
parameter, tie shall also discuss a sore general process called 
a " Semi-'i«rkor process " • Jftis process has an embedded 
discrete parameter tMrkov Chain and represents, flgurateively 
( 14 ) 
speaking* a marriage of renewal theory and Markov chain 
theory. These pro ceases will be used to describe certain 
classes of systems subject to ins pection t replacement 
and repair. 
A discrete parameter stochastic process U ( t ) , t - o , l , . . 
or a continuous parameter process [X(t) , t > o] i s said to be 
a Markov process i f for any set of n time points t^ < t g <...< 
in the index set of the process and any real numbers x^»x2>#>, 
Prob. U ( t B ) < xn | x ^ ) - x ^ , . . . , 4 ^ ) - x f H l ] 
• irob. U( t f t ) < xn j 4%^) - x ^ ] 
Intuitively this means that :iven the present state of 
the process the future states of the process are Independent 
of the pagt. 
A discrete time Markov Chain i s described by a sequence 
of discrete valued random variable [*(tn) t I < n < -} • 
m can identify the times of state transitions by n - 0 ,1 , , ; , . . 
and the state at time n as X(n). It will be convenient to 
lable the states of the process by non-ne^itive integers 
1 • O f l f ^ t * * a t m* 
( H ) 
fee states 1 and J are said to communicate that i s 
t ^ v j , i f and only i f there exists integers XL + > o end 
n-A > e suoh that P 5 ? ^ > © and Pjp > ° » where 
p i ? l 8 t h e Probability that starting in state i we will 
be in state J after n steps. An er-godic sot of states i s one 
in which a l l states conmunicate and which cannot be l e f t once 
entered. An grgodic.state i s an elemert of an ergodic sot. 
411
 abeorbinf state i s one element ergodic setv i . e . i i s an 
absorbing state i f and only i f P ^ • 1. A state i s called 
transient i f i t i s not ergo tile, #e define the period of a state i, 
written as d ( i ) , to be the greatest common divisor of a l l 
integers n > 1 for which p1± > o. If d(l) - 1 , the state 1 i s 
said to be nonperIodic, 
The Markov chain process can be generalised in a natural 
way to a semi-Jterfcov process as follows, Ust p - ( (pjj)) denote 
the transition probability matrix of a time homigeneous Markov 
chain with m + 1 states ( i . e . i v j * o , l , 2 , , . . , m ) . 
#e define a stochastic process ta(t ) f t > o 1 where 
l(t) • i denotee that the process i s in state i as time t . 
(liven that the process has Just entered a state, say i , the 
selection of the next state i s made according to the matrix 
P • ( (P i j ) ) . 3»« distribution function for the " wait H of 
( 17 ) 
the process In state 1 given that the next transition will 
be to state J i s denoted by ^ ( t ) . Let Q(t) • ( ( ^ ( t ) ) ) . 
Bie process i s fcarkovian only at certain H ?&arieov points " 
in time at which the state transitions tales place. If we 
specify the vector of in i t ia l probabilities (aQ, a ^ , , , . , ^ ) , 
the resulting process i s called a serai-Markov process. If 
we l e t H.(t) denote the number of tines in t©,t] that the 
process i s in state j , the faaily of vectors 
l y t ) t ^(t) , , . . , y t j , t ^ o 
i s called a Markov renewal grooosy (Fyke, 1961a), A tins homogeneo 
Markov chain i s a serai-Markov process where 
F^(x) « o t x< I 
" I f « > 1 
A stable, continuous tins parameter Harkov process i s a 
seai-saarkov process in which a l l waiting time distributions 
are exponential, i . e . 
- d . t 
F^Ct) - ! - • * , t > e 
fsr constants d, > o for every i . i f there i s only one state 
( 18 ) 
a Markov renewal process becomes a renewal process. 
5, m£ a*Yssufr t:.-;y.,oa OF &sa&«2iow 
Asides the standard estlaation procedures such as the 
Btetbod of moments and the aethod of maximum lilelihood 
(yielding estiiaaters with desirable large sample procedure) 
the S&yeaian method of e stint tion i s also a widely employed 
procedure. Xhe Bayesian method «f estimation consists of 
combining a priori knowledge of 0 with the information 
contained in a f inite number n of current independent tr ia ls , 
One Bay also think of ifcyes rule as a system for modifying 
historical information on a parameter in the light of current 
data, 
appose that a random sample x.» x 2 » . . . , xR la to be taken 
from a distribution for which the probability density function 
i s f (x]3) , where the value of the parameter 9 i s unknown. Supposi 
also that the value of 3 must be in a given interval XL of the 
real l i ve . 
list U09a)ta eSL denoten the loss function when a i s 
chosen as the estimate of £>• Suppose that '] (0) denote the 
prior probability density function of 0 on the intervalrt . 
If the stat ist ic ian choaes a particular eatimnte a, then his 
< 19 ) 
expected loss will be 
*; I L(i ta) J « J^ JjO,*) ^(0) dQ 
appose now that the stat ist ic ian can observe the value 
x of the random variable X before estimating 0, and le t 
>(0|x) denote the posterior p.d.f. of e on the Interval 
For any estimate a that the statist ician might use, his 
expected lo< R will be 
£ I JJO.S) J x ] - J^ L(9,a) ^(Ojx) dd 
For et.ch possible value x of X the d(x) of the Baye's 
estimator i s chosen so that 
* [ U H H x ) | x ] - min a [ L(Ota) | x ] . 
a C-Q-
Let the lore function is defined as follows 
I*(Ota) • ( 9-a ) 2 
./hen the expectation of (9-a) i s calculated with respect 
to the posterior distribution of 0, this expectation will be 
minimum when r- I® chosen to be equal to the mean £(e|x) of the 
( 20 ) 
posterior distribution, 'JPherefore the Bayesian estimator i s 
6. OFDBH STAi'ISlIOS 
" M M M — — III Willi • » • — • « — • » 
jjet t , X 2 t . . . ,X n be a random sample of size n from a 
probability distribution Fx(x,9). Suppose that the n obser* 
rations are arranged in ascending order so that X/.v < X,^ < 
••• i Hn) ) "fa®1*® x ( i ) i e t h * smalls st observation and X,^ 
the largest. In general> X/^ v i s called the 1th order 
s ta t i s t i c s , Ihe density function f- (x»9) of the ith order 
Hi) 
s ta t i s t i c s X/|v can be obtained from the distribution function 
Kx(xt0) as follows 
*t 1*1 n-i 
t t (x.e) - ~ - - F Fx(x,0)J (l-Px(x f9)) fx(x 
*(i) ( i - l ) l (n- i ) \ v * • J ^ * J * 
where fx(x,3) io the density function corresponding to 
? x (x ,0) . It can be easily verified that the density function 
fj, (x,3) of the smallest obserration X/.x end the density 
function f^ , (x»6) of the largest observations are given by 
n-1 
fx (xtG) « n [ 1- f x (x ,a)] f x (x t e) 
,n»l 
and f, ' (x fo) - n ( Px(x,9)] fx(x,3), 
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1. IKIStomfCiUeK : - A fai lure dis tr ibut ion represents an 
attempt to describe aatheiur t i ca l ly the length of l i f e of a 
material , structure or device, fhere are many physical causes 
that may be responsible individually or collectively for the 
fa i lure of a device a t any particular ins tant . I t may not be 
possible to isolate these physical causes and aathematically 
account for a l l of then. If one t r i e s to re ly on actual 
observations of time to failure to distinguish anong the 
various non symmetrical probability functions, he i s s t i l l 
faced with a problem because norwaywietric dis tr ibut ions are 
importantly different a t the t a i l s and aotual observations 
are apexes particularly at the rlgfct hand t a i l , because of 
l iBlted saaplo e lse , 
£0 date, several probability dis tr ibut ions have been 
used as fai lure dis tr ibut ions for the l i f e of unite by different 
authors. Use of exponential dis t r ibut ion as a fa i lure dlstributio; 
in l i f e tes t ing was encouraged to a great extent by the paper 
of Epstein and sobel (1953). *>me of the other distr ibutions 
used in r e l i a b i l i t y theory as fai lure distr ibutions are 
,*ei bu l l ' s d is t r ibut ion (rvelbull, .. (1951) ) the gens* 
dis t r ibut ion (Gupta and Groll (1961) ) and the log nornO. 
( 22 ) 
distribution (iferter and ;-©ore (1966) ) . Ihe underlying 
assumption being that the l i f e of items to be put on l i f e 
test follow one of the aforesaid distributions. In section 
2 of this chapter we give a brief account of these distributions, 
,» new type of failure distribution i s considered in Section 
3 which seems more suitable for various reasons explained 
therein. 
• • • i n w • — » « • • • • • • i n ^ h w i — — w W 
ihe Exponential Failure law 
The exponential probability density function can be 
obtained from the failure rate concept as well as from 
considering waiting time between arrivals in a poisson 
process. 
For a large class of units we can assume that the failure 
rate 6(x) • 3 , i . e . a constant failure rate for x 2 o. The 
probability density function f ^ x ) can be obtained from 
equation (1.4) 
x 
*x(x) - d(x) exp. ( - / a(a) dm ) 
( 23 ) 
er *x(*) • 9 exp [• / d dsj substituting a(x) • © 
• B e . x > o 
A mere general form for the distribution can be obtained if 
Hx) * © » © < x < t 
• * t x > t 
men fx(x) « d t-6^*-*) x > t 
• e x < t 
•fl(s-t) 
and * x (x ) - 1 - • » x > t 
• o x < t 
Often t i s referred to as the therg hold or the shift 
parameter. It i s due to the faet that the exponential distri-
bution can be taken as » failure distribution i f and only i f 
the assumption of a constant failure rate can be justified. 
we get re l iabi l i ty function P(x) for the exponential 
distribution as 
x 
Hx) - F(X > x ) m j f ( x ) dx 
0 
-?x 
• e c * 
( 24 ) 
Ihc ffelbnlt Failure Law 
recently the *eibull distribution has eraerged ae the 
most popular parametric family distributions, I t s applicability 
to a wide variety of failure situations was discussed by 
tfeibull (1951). Bhereas the applicability of the exponential 
distribution Is United because of the assumption of a constant 
failure rate, the family of Welbull distributions can be written 
to Include increasing and decreasing failure rates as well. 
Here we Illustrate derivation of this distribution •sing 
an appropriate failure rate. 
If the failure rate e(x) Is sons power function of x, 
say 
p x-a p*l 
<5(x) • • - - - ( ~ ) , ptYL> o, a > o, x > a 
- o
 v x < a 
equations (1.4) and (1*3) give 
$ x-a £-1 x-e £ 
fx(x) • •-.(•-.) ©Xp# [- {—) j , x > a 
r X—a $ 
and Fx(x) - 1 - exp. [ - (-~-) J t x > a. 
( 25 ) 
2he failure rate for the vol bull distribution i s 
deer en ein& (increasing) in x-a i f p < 1 ( ; > 1 ) and in 
independent of x If
 : • 1, -hen ,J - 1, the tfeibull dietrlbution 
speell lses to the exponential distribution, p i s alee known 
as the shape parameter and n i s the location parameter, 
The logarithmic normal distribution implies that the 
logarithms of the l i f e times are normally distributed, hence 
i t can be easily derived by a simple logarithmic transformation, 
The failure rate of the distribution as a function of time 
i s an increasing function followed by a decreasing function 
and can be shown to approach aero for large l i f e times and 
at the in i t ia l time (Ooldthwalte (1961) ) . 
tm X be e time-t*-»fallure random variable of a device 
and le t T «• log X, be distributed normally with parameters 
M and cr , Thus 
f ( t ) - ex? [- J ( - ~ ) , - - < t < - . 
I t follows from the above that the p.d.f. of Xt g x (x) , i s 
given by 
( 26 ) 
gjix) 1 i ?2w ex 
, , log x-M 
x > o 
( elMwhart, 
Xte re l iabi l i ty function of this law i s 
1 
R(X) « — / e 
f2* iog<x/r)/V 
- *
2 / 2 
dx . 
©' 
uppoet that a device exhibits K modes (risks) of failure 
au, a2#' . . . t m^  and thtit c. random l i f e tin» on this item occurs 
as follows. ..hen the device begins operation each failure risk 
simultaneously generates a random l i f e tine thu.t i s independent 
of the other modes* fhuo, ineffect. K l i f e times denoted by 
X,, X ? , . . . t Xjr simultaneously begin » l i f e time ^ corresponds 
to the 1th TO tie. Failure of the device occurs as socn as anyone 
of the l i f e times i s realised. In effect , i f the l i f e length 
of the device i s denoted by a random variable A, then 
X« rain (X^ X 2 , . . . , XK) • JC^ 
If Fx (x) i s the e.d.f. of X1# the c.d.f. of X, Fx(x) i s 
given by 
( 27 ) 
ft 
Fx(x) » 1 - 77 [l - **<*>] . , . (2 .1 ) 
* 1 - 1 * 1 
2he above derivation of the competing risk Model It 
not only Independent of the functional form of the **(*)» 
also allows for the #r (x) to be a l l different. 2his means 
that each failure mode can have any failure distribution 
and that a l l the failure distribution need not be a l i t e . 
Consider a device on which K risks (modes) are jointly 
but Independently operating. If only the ith risk, with a 
risk-specific failure rate M s ) #ere effective, the probability 
that the device will survive to tine x i s 
1- I (x) - exp [- / M s ) d s ] 
*l o * 
From equation (2,1) i t i s clerr th«t the probability that 
the device will survive a l l the K r isks i s 
1 - *XU) - 77 «xp [• / \M ds ] 
X K 
exp, - J Z M s ) ds 1
 o i«l x J 
This equation leads to the Inference thnt the total 
hasard to the deviee at time 5, say h(£>), is the sum of the 
( 28 ) 
K. independent risk specific hazards at tines 3, that is 
h(J) » h^ Cii) • h2(s) • ... • nK(s) 
3. A PHO^O^M marks >#Di& 
Theory does not in*escribe a finite upper limit to the 
length of l i f e (time-to-failure) of en equipment and a l l 
failure time alstributlons discussed in tine last section 
are defined over the range (©,*»). 2he designed l i f e of an 
equipment, however, should only be f in i te . Life tes ts being 
usually censored or truncated, observed l i f e of an equipment 
varies only over a f inite range. A failure time distribution 
should be capable i f describing random variations in failures 
time© of equipments subjects to we&rout and chance failures 
a3 also of equipments showing the work hardening phenomenon 
a l l by variations in numerical values of i t s parameters. 
pntien -mi iobel (19&3) considered a problem of l i f e 
testing where n items, randomly taken from a bulk of such 
items, are simultaneously subjected te a ** l i f e - t e s t " , as 
a result of which they fa i l one after the other. 'Ate time to 
failure called " l i f e *' was assumed to be a random variable x 
following an exponential distribution, ho'ever the above authors 
themselves mentioned that this assumption needed scrutiny. 
( 29 ) 
There arc two main objections to the aforesaid 
asBunption. f irst ly the exponential distribution attributes 
a greater chance of failure to an item on l i f e test in an 
interval (x , , x. *ZLX) compared to a subsequent interval 
(x , x~+Ax) of the same length, vjhere x^ < x2# itois assu ption 
i s far from reality as items are more prone to failure with 
the lapse of time due to aging, Secondly, the maximum possible 
l i f e of an item i s usually a f ini te number, not infinity as 
envisaged while assuming the exponential distribution. 
A probability distribution for time-to-fallure can be 
characterised by i t s 
(1) f i i lur rate 
(2) conditional survival probability 
(3) average failure rate over any Interval (o , t ) and 
(4) conditional mean remaining l i f e . 
The nature of the failure rate function determines Aether a 
char &cWi sat ion in terms of the other three properties i s at 
a l l needed or not. 
tfc present article contains a study of different properties 
of the probability model. 
( 30 ) 
p x _ 
*(*) • - . ( - ) F 0 < X < 0 , 0 > 0 . . . ( 2 . 2 ) 
x a • 
for use In l i fe- test ing problems. 
Shape of the distribution end I t s moments etc . 
The above distribution i s characterised by a scale 
parameter a and a shape parameter p. ulace f ' (x) • 2*2*^* xp"2-^o 
according as p i and since f*(x) i s decreasing in e9 the 
value of p i s an important character 1Btic of this distribution. 
Also If p » It ?(x) " * £or a l l x, corresponding to a rectangular 
distribution. It i s clear that for p < 1, the density diminishes 
monotonically from «• at x • o to a minimum of p/6 at x » 0 
(antimode). £br p > 1, x • 9 i s the node. Larger the value of p, 
steaper 1$ the distribution curve. 
Hie r-th row moment comes out as 
per 
4^» • — - which gives immediately 
p*r 
4 • £(X) 
* p+i 
The 2nd central moment # works out as 
Var.(X) - ti.2 m i,( x - 1 )' 
( 31 ) 
8 p X**1 p 2 9 2 
J m i. ii M I flX <• 
0
 e* (p+ i ) 2 
p
 2 **
 3
* 
P+2 ( p * l ) 2 
pe2 
(|»2) ( j » l ) 2 
(Cov)2 
P(p*2) 
The 3rd moment
 vu_ works out to bo 
H^ • U(&m 2) 
*.(X3) • 3 l K(X2) • 2 l 
P+2 p*l ., , 
o p * 3p e e px 2 p V 
o e* P • l o ~~Q»~
 ( ™ ^ i 
p 0 5 3p2 e 5 2 p V 
•*• « M 
P t 3
 (P*i)(p*2) ( p * i ) 5 
2e3p( i -p ) 
(P0) (p+2)<!»1) 3 
( 32 ) 
he 4th centred moment M4 of the distribution cones out as 
M4 - £(X - t ) 4 
- K(X4) - 3 t 4 - 4S Hi?) • 6 l 2 K(X2) 
3 px**3__ 3 p V 4p 0 px**2 
o e p ( P H ) 4 (p+x) • e p 
fcp2 e pxP*1 
• — 5 J —g«— dx ( p u r • ®p 
4 r l__ 3p3 4p 6p 2 
P+4 (P*X)4 (p+l)( l*3) <p*i)2(p+2) 
384p( 3p2~ p*2) 
(p+4)(p+l)*(p+3)(p+2) 
Kow we obtain the laeasuros of skewnese and Kurtoeis 
i . e . ^ and
 r 2 coefficients respectively. 
3 
4 6 6 p 2 ( l - p ) 2 ( l » 2 ) 3 ( p * l ) 6 
( p O ) 2 ( p * 2 ) 2 ( p U ) 6 p 3 e 6 
(33) 
and 
h 
4(l-p) 2 (2*p) 
p(p*3)2 
. i l l 
394P(3P2-P*2) (P*2) 2 (p*l) 4 
(p*4)(p*i)4(p+3)(p*2) p V 
3(p*2)(3p2-P^2) 
p(p*4)(p*3) 
>2 
. . . (2.3) 
when p • l t fi, « — ae i t should be for a rectangular diatri-
< 12 
butlon. Coefficients of Skewness and Kurtools are functions 
of p only. i*>BR the coefficient of variation in independent 
of d« With increase in p > 1, both Skewness and Kurtosis set 
larger. As p decreases from 1 to 0 alao, the distribution 
becoQCB more skew and more peaked. Irora the (Utf
 2) values i t 
i e found that the distribution conforms to Pear sonean type 
I J»ehaped curve for p > 1 and to type I U-shaped curve for 
p > 1. The exponential distribution corresponds to p • «, 
Rellabillty t failure rate etc . 
For a mis-ion time x re l iabi l i ty of an equipment having 
( 34 ) 
this failure time distribution is 
* <xo) " l * ( T) ...(2.*) 
The failure rate at tine x i s 
px1^1 
r(x) • . . . ( 2 .5 ) 
9 ^ - x p 
(9^x»)p(p.X)x^2*p^2 (P- l> 
Op - xp)* 
the distribution i s ItfK (increasing failure rate) so long as 
p > 1. tfhen p < l ^ ' l x ) ^ 0 aocording as x \ x^ where 
since 
9p(p-l) • xf « 0 
or ^ - 9 (1 -P) l / P . . . • ( 2 . 0 
fhus with p < 1, the distribution remains ufH (decreasing 
failure rate) at least over the f irst quarter of i t s l i f e and 
th»n the failure rate increases raonotonloally. [itae fraction 
-&*(l-p) ' p hae the minimum value of - for o < p < 1 1, 
a 4 J 
me average failure rate over the interval (0 , t ) i s , by 
definition, - \ lbs !?(t) • - \ l e g [ l « ( | ) p ] . Clearly 
( y>) 
this i e increasing in t for a l l p > 0. Thus the distribution 
i s IFl<A though not \m over the entire T(iw& of t . 
Given that an equipment has survived upto tine xf 
probability that i t will survive t i l l x • y i s 
F(x+y)
 r x+y m x p 
r x p., r y 
i)*or p > 1, ?(x+y) i s smaller than "(x) ?(y) • [ l - (—) ) U-(— 
9 9 
and hence the distribution i s NW (ftew better than used). 
ihe conditional mean remaining l i f e worke out ae 
9 P 9**X - t*» l 
/ ?(x)dx/F(t) • —- . — — - — « - - t 
* &+l 9* - t p 
which i s an increasing function in t# fhls distribution i s 
JJUii (few better than used in expectation ) If 
(o^1 - t1*1) - 3(ep.tP) . ! ! . (o*-t*) < o 
P*i 
or i f ( e - t ) ^ (p«H) • p#t (9P - tp) < o 
P+1 P 
or If (p+l)0 - t - ptO < 0, 
( 36 ) 
the distribution i s otherwise HVU£( Sew worse than used in 
expectation), 
a.BtJLmation of re l iabi l i ty 
to estimate re l iabi l i ty from a sample of observed failure 
times, we require to estimate the parameters 9 and p. So get 
the maximum likelihood estimates we note that the likelihood 
-np p-l 
function h • p n 0 « x i s ever-decreasing in 9 and that 
*(n) * n e majciiaum observation i s the maximum likelihood estimator 
of 0. For p, the in.I.e. becomes 
1 _ 
p * •—.... -_-7 where log x « &»M. of log x values. 
log 8-log x 
Haking the m.l.e. of 0 as X/RN th i s gives 
1 
p . - • " * . . . ( 2 . 7 ) 
log x^nj - log x 
/;n easier method of estimation i s the metho* of moments, 
•» 2 
If the f irst two sample moments x and s ere ecuated to 
i» and ,u2 respectively, p h-s to be estimated from 
o 2 2 ® 
p*v • 2pv - 1 • o whore v • —«• 
( 57 ) 
1 l / g * i /o 
giving p - -1 • ( 1 • - ) - -1 + (1+ -v)1'* . . . ( 2 . 8 
and then 9 - — - - . x . . . . ( 2 . 9 ; 
$ 
I t i s well known thut i f X, and K,, denote failure t iaes 
of the two componento, l i v e s of a ser i e s , o parallel and a 
(oold) standby system are respectively Y. - min(jU»X2)i 
Y2 • mux (X,*1^) a n d * * * l * X 2 * I f *1 a n d *2 a r e A n d e*> c n d e n* ly 
and ident ica l ly distributed in the form (2*2) dens i t ies for the 
three system l i v e s can be worked out as follow© 
2-1 
f ( y t ) - 2 [ l - Fx(yx) "] f x ( y i ) 
P-l 
2pyx ( e p - y*) 
• * . . . (2 .1C) 
and f(y2) « 2 [*x<*2) I2"1 fx(yg) 
2py22p"1 
• a M H H M 
e2* 
. . . ( 2 . 1 1 ) 
Thus f ( y x ) • f (y g ) • 2f(x) as i t should be 
She p.d. f . of i i s 
( 38 ) 
g(y) - / *<*)• f(y«*)dx 
o 
•ve note that the integrand i s non-zero only for those 
x for wuich 
0 < x < 9 and 0 < y-x < 9 
i . e . o < x < 3 and y-9 < x < y 
i . e . 0 < x < 9 i .e . x < y < 9 • x 
The region of integration ean be divided into two regions 
as follows ! 
( i ) o < y < O t c < « < y 
( i i ) o < y < 2 9 , y - 9 ^ x < e 
Consequently 
P 
s(y) -
/ x^* (y-x)*"1 dx for o < y < 4
 3* 9 
P 9 0.1 P-l 
-9S ^ * (y-x> ^ f©r 9 < y < 29 
9*p y-9 
with the substitution x * — , we hire 
y 
( 39 ) 
p2 2p-l 
I «2p y *Hp#P) for o < y £ 9 
g(y) -I ° 
p2 2p-l 3/y p-X p-1
 f „ 
L - « y J i (1-s) d/, for e < y < *> 
o*F l - e /y 
. . . (2 .12) 
rhe second portion i s in terms of incomplete a function 
and so the distribution of Y « x^  «• Xg i s no^ obtainable in a 
neat form. 
0WA4»ifilf - I I I 
« • — — 1 " l » c » l l « « T i l l l l — H I - | ~ l II r • — — 
l . pffiogncgioi 
Usually observations made on a random variable do not 
become available in an ordered mariner. If n items are taxen 
from a l o t find measured for some chor c t er i c t i c such as 
diameter, i t world be quite an anomaly indeed a cause for 
concern i f the firs t item taken fro& the l o t hud the smallest 
diameter, the 2nd item the second smallest dif meter, e t c . 
However, there do ex i s t numerous practical s i tuat ions , for 
example l i f e tes t ing , fatigue t e s t ing , and other types of 
destructive t e s t s i tuat ions , where the data do become 
available in th i s way. 
Put in general tor ma, we t e s t n items drawn at random 
from some population and the data become available in such a 
way that , the smallest observation comes f i r s t , the second 
smallest s e c o n d , . . . , and f ina l ly the largest observation l a s t . 
If ve choose, we can discontinue the experimentation after 
we have observed the f i r s t r fa i lures in a l i f e t e s t . 2herf 
are two main advantages associated with stoping the l i f e test 
before a l l n observations are avai lable . j?irst that wo may 
be able to reach a decision in a shorter time or with fewer 
observations than i f we were to u t i l i z e a procedure which 
Involves observing wrhnt happens to a l l the items under test 
( 41 ) 
( and thus In effect disregards the basic fact that information 
i s being feet to us in an ordered manner ) . 
In section 1 of this chapter the maximum likelihood 
estimate of the parameter 9 and i t s distribution have been 
obtained assuming that the l i f e of items jut on test (that 
i s terminated after a preae signed number of failures) has the 
following density function 
pxP"1 
f U , 3 ) - —-- , o < x < 0 t 0 > o . . . ( 3 . 1 ) 
eP 
It ie shown that this estimate of 0 i s biased. An unbiased 
estimate of 9 has been obtained. A derivation of the operating 
characteristic to test the hypothesis 0 = L) has also been 
o 
considered. 
section 2 of this chapter contains some results of 
Kspeln and Sobel (1953) assuming that the characteristic being 
investigated follows an exponential distribution of the form 
1 -x/9 
f(x,3) • - e e > o, x > o . . . ( 3 . 2 ) 
e 
Assuming that the observations become available in an 
ordered manner It i s shown that the maximum likelihood estimate 
of 9 i s unbiased and has a Ohi-Bquared distribution which 
( 42 ) 
depends on r and not on it, 
2. 3Pm RS3LTS IN Bin, FAXMffid HOBm 
Here, we consider the case when the characteristic x 
( i . e . the l i f e of items) being investigated has a density 
function of the following form, 
px**x 
*p(x#3) • -5— • o < x < 9 , pt© > e . . . (3 .3 ) 
Suppooe thnt n items rondomly drawn from a distribution 
with density function (3*3) are put through a l i f e t e s t . 
Assume that the observations become available in an ordered 
manner i . e . x ^ < x ^ a < . . . < x ^ . . . < x f t f n . Suppose 
the l i f e test i s terminated after the fir at r observations 
are available. Under the above assumption we prove the following 
theorem. 
theorem 3.1. fhe WA 0 r n ef 9 is ^ n and the density function 
of 0
 n ie given by 
rp-1 p p (n-r) 
, , TIH-1 py (9 -y ) 
t(y) m — _ — . — , - — , - , - — • • — , o < y < 0 . . . ( 3 . 4 
pr rn-rfi
 3np " " 
grgof : iho likelihood function i s of the form, 
( ( 43 ) 
It being an ever decreasing function of 0, the maximum 
of such functions cannot be found by differentiation. .• have 
to find an estimator that maximises likelihood function and 
i s consistent with the range restrictions on X'sa </e note 
that i f e 2 each X^
 n# then 9 r n • mex,(Xi n ) • x^  n where 
e.
 n i s the m*$ of 9. 
r#n 
A general density function of kth order s tat i s t ic i s 
given by 
rhcm 
^ •
n
 (r- l ) | (n-r)! 0 L 0 e* 
or f(y) » (y/0)P] M y / 9 ) p 
rr m-^i
 0p 
rp-i 
i©*-3r J t o < y < e 
pr rn-r+1
 Qap 
Hence the theorem. 
( 44 ) 
It should be noted that this estimate of 0 ie biased 
and the unbiased estimate of 0 i s 
9» » ~ 
° r ,n 
*r tn r* n /p+ml 
r d » i ) r(r+p) 
Lempa^l. fhe random variables X*
 9 defined as 
v *( **,» /9)P 
follows Beta distribution with parameters n. • r and np-rv-r+l. 
proof ; *e hare shown that (iheorem 3.1) the density function 
of e r t n i . f(y) 
f ( y ) . L<y/^ )P1 i-(y/e)p] &-1 
rr r»-r*i
 @p 
On making the following transformation 
*r " < *r,i/e > • ^r,n * e ^ 
w« find that the Jacobian of the transformation 131 
i s given by 
9 1A-1 
131- — « » 
( 45 ) 
Thus the density function \{x ) of j£ la 
FTn+1) r-1 ^ (a-r) pxy * P 
Y-(j t* ' ) m - • - — • w ' l i • • l T ( l«"X ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
XT tfn-rfl)
 X^L7W^ p 
[ T
^
1 )
 „r- l (n-r) 
Tr Hn-r+1) 
which ie Beta density function with parameters r and n-r*l. 
Us want to tes t the hypothesis H0t » » ©0 against the 
alternative i^t 6 » ° i^ e i e0^» T h # r u l » o f action should be 
to reject HQ If x^^ » * r a > C and to aoospt H0 If J ^ < C» 
If « la the level of significance than C can be obtained 
from the condition 
Fr. (reject H0 \ ii0) - Pr (^aaJI>C U 0 ) « « 
or Pr.l l r > 0 * / ©J] fi0 J - «, 
Therefore the cr i t ica l region for ti Is given by 
( 46 ) 
*»*>eo #* 
where p a be dp fined tqr 
1 1 ^
 t # a-r # 
. — — ~ — / x * (1-* ) dx - a. 
i(r,n-r+X) 0O 
Finally t we obtain the Operating Characteristic function 
L(G) of the above procedure where 
L(9) • prob.ef accepting HA where 0 i s the true value 
e 
**• t W i ° o ^ / P i *] 
& 
. Pr. [X^/P < X . ^ P j 
T
 • 9 a 
— 0 a J 
!»« 
« / • « x ^ U - x ) dx . 
,(rtn-r>l) o 
Here, we study the case where the life X of it ens being 
investigated has en exponential distribution with a density 
f (x»9) of the form 
( 47 ) 
f(x,9) » § e
 t 6 > 0, x > o ...( *5) 
Speaking in physical teraa we may say that Q is Just 
the average life hours since 
s(i) • J x * • d x » e 
e 9 
Suppose n items takeh at random from a population with 
density function given by (3.5) are put through a l i f e teat 
and the teat ie terminated after a ^reassigned number of failures 
r la observed. Let the observations be, ^
 Q < * 2 n < • • • i x r n * 
vlthout going Into detail at this point we aaeert that the 
maximum likelihood estimate 9 f u of 9 la given by 
8 r . « 
a S l B H » i i n l i W i n "in m, wn I n i m « • < — — — M » J U » • • • \ 3 . 0 ) 
Further, 0 r A la unbiased and has a 3hl»aquare distribution 
which depends only on r and not on n and i s In fact, identical 
with the distribution of © r . r . from the point of view of estlmatl 
this means that the estimate (3.6) has exactly the same precision 
as does 
* l . r * * • * + " - * * r , r 
r 
The average of r out of r observations. Prom the point of view of 
( 48 ) 
acceptance testing, the operating characteristic curve based 
en the lowest r out of n ordered observations i s identical 
with that based on a l l r out of r observations. 
Let the following assumption be made ! 
( i ) n items are drawn at random from a density of the 
form (3.5) . 
( i i ) the observations became available in order so that 
* l t n i x 2 » n - ••* - ^ . n ••• i ^V.a. 
( i i i ) the experiment i s discontinued as soon as Xy has 
bosons available, 
jEheorsm ?.gft Under ( l ) v ( i i ) and ( i l l ) an estimate based on 
the f irs t r out of n ordered observations which i s "best ** 
in the sense that i t i s maximum likelihood, unbiased, minimum 
variance, efficient and sufficient Is glveu bj 
*i,n* x 2 t n * — * **,•.•<*">•*.» 
Q •> » l i » i i . . i i « i i » — I I • Mm • in il M M IIIMI m I—I in I » i w . • . ( 3 7 ) 
The probability density function of 9 r n i s given by, 
1 r r-1 -ry/0 
f (y) . (r/9) y e , y > o . . . ( 3 . 8 ) 
r
 (r-i)l 
• e , elsewhere. 
( 49 ) 
Projf : In order to show that 9 r n at given in (3.7) i s 
mnxlnaim likelihood . *e write down the joint probability 
density function of the f irs t r out of n ordered observations, 
*lttt» *2tn»»**» *r#a* ^ ^ i B s i T e n ** 
n) l r 
f
^tn---«r,n> - £££• ?" ^ H ^ * ! .*•<**>**,*>/ 
. . . ( 3 . 9 ) 
I t can be easily verified that ©r a as given in (3.7) saxinii 
the above function. 
The sufficiency of the estimate can be verified at once 
by using a result in Craner \J\<^ G] , since the density (3.9) 
can be written in the form 
f <*i f n»*2,n-- -*r ,a» e > * «<®rtn'9> ^ " l . n ^ . n — S . n ) 
where b U ^ * . . . . . * ^ * ) - 1. i* o $ x ^ < x 2 t a . . . < x ^ 
* o, otherwise 
We defer the proof that 0 r a i s eff ic ient , unbiased and 
minimum variance until we show that the probability density 
function ia given by (3 .8 ) . 
( 53 ) 
rejecting 9 • 0,
 t when true* the test in question will 
have the largeot possible chance of rejecting 9 • 8, when 
the alternative e • 0 2 is true. 
The test is to be found from the following inequality 
t(xlfn9*29*9'"9Xr9n;*2) /f**lta,*2»n,*##,x**tA'el) > K 
from (3.7) and (3 .9) . this becomes 
1 1 
( ~ i ) * s 2 -X
 > [-sir • * * > K . . . (3 .12) 
Since 9, and 8g are {reassigned constants such that 
(l/92) - U / ^ ) > o it follows at once that the region of 
rejection for 0 * 8 , has the form ®r n < c. 
Bo meet the condition that the probability of rejecting 
9 » 9- when true equals a
 f we need to choose C so that 
Prob. ( 9rfJl < C | 0 - 0 l ) • a ...(3.13) 
Ho find C we use theorem (3 .1) . Ft>m this i t le very 
easy to verify that .V • 2r 9y JQ i s a random variable which 
i s distributed as V^, with 2r degrees of freedom, thus (3.13) 
can be written as 
( 54 ) 
2r0 
prob, ( \l < —— ) » a 
H 
2rC 
or Prob,( v > — ) » 1 - a . . . (3 .1*) 
e l 
Ltt UB denote a Ohi-square variable with a degrees of 
freedom an V (n) and l e t us define the constant $ ^ (n) by 
the equality 
Prob. ( ^L2(n) > $ ^(n) ) - S> 
Thus from (3.14) we get 
G » a. $ (2r)/ 2r 
Hence (3.13) will be satisfied If the region of rejection for 
9 • O Is given by 
° r f a <
 9 1 *i-aC2r)/2r . . . (3 .15) 
The region (3*15) i s * best " l a the Meyman-pearaon 
sense for any Op < 0 , , Hence (3*15) gives a uniformly wet 
powerful test in the fleyraan-P*-arson sense of the hypothesis 
9 • 0. against 0 < 0 . , 
Let us now look at the operating character le t ic function 
< 55 ) 
• f the procedure speoii'ied by (3.15)• 
L(9) « Jtttobability of accepting 9 • 9^ when e i s the 
true ralue
 # 
• Frob. ( 9 r # n > 9X ^ , ( 2 0 / 2 * ) 
- Prob. ( Y2(2n) > ®i ^^(Zr) /© > 
Since 2r 9 r , / 0 i s distributed an ^ 2 (2r ) when 0 i e the 
true ralue. 
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To date, the most oommonljr employed procedures are 
those in whioh a l i f e t e s t i s terminated either after a 
^reassigned number of failures have taken place or at a 
pre assigned time point, and the stat ist ical inference are 
based on a s tat is t ic representing the accumulated l i f e . 
In section 2 of this ohapter we consider a l i f e test in whioh 
n units randomly taken from a l o t are put through a l i f e test 
and the test i s terminated after the f irs t r failures have 
ooeured, assuming that the l i f e X of the units follows the 
distributions f (x ,p t 9) , 
P-l 
f(xtPtO) • ——- » © < * < ©t 9 > o, p > © , . . (4 .1 ) 
The statistical inference continues with the obtaining 
of the Ml estimate of p and its distribution function. It is 
shown that if the test is terminated after a large number of 
failures have taken place, then the estimator is unbiased and 
cone ides with the minimum variance unbiased estimator of the 
parameter. 
fhe object of section three and four is to exploit the 
( 57 ) 
urn of suitable prior information In the frame work of 
l i f e testing techniques that are, currently used in practice. 
A systematic development of the subject of l i f e testing 
originated from the work of Epstein and Sobel (1953). The 
two situations when a l i f e test Is terminated after a 
^reassigned number of failures have occured or at a preassigned 
time point, have been examined in the light of prior information 
about the parameter 9, that i s available to the l i f e teeter 
from his past experience. In section 2 we give some results of 
Bhattachsxya[\^~1Jeaploying aayesian methods assuming the 
exponential failure model* 
Bayesian analysis of the failure medal (4.1 ) t based on 
l i f e tes t that are terminated at a pr©assigned time point or 
after preasslgned number of failures, (when the observations 
become available in an ordered manner) has been developed in 
section 4. Per the prior distribution of the parameter 9, 
uniform and exponential densities have been examined, the 
estimation of the re l iabi l i ty function has also been carried 
out by using Bayesian methods, 
2. TdE MAXIMTOt Ll&ttLIHQOfi BggttAgS ASH 123 JgggKIBTOQM 
In what follows we assume that n items randomly taken 
from a lot of units whose l i f e time distribution i s given by 
(4.1)» are put through a l i f e test and the experiment i s 
( 58 ) 
continued t i l l the firot r failures ere observed. Let the 
ordered failure tinea be x±
 n, * 2 n t . . . # Xy, n . Sow we 
establish the following theorem. 
•theorem 4 f l . Let n items randomly taken from population 
(4*1) are put through a l i f e t e s t . Assume that the f irst r 
failures occur at the instants x^
 ftf xg n t . . . » x^ n» then 
i f 8 i s known the maximum likelihood estimate p^ , of p i s 
»r tn - r / r log 9 - ^ log « l f J a 
and the probability density function of pr B i s given by 
r r pr - r - l -pr/y 
f (y) « y « t© < / < - . . . ( 4 
Proof : The joint density function of the first r out of n 
ordered observations x^n, *2n«...# *rn *8 Si**11 *V 
(ft*!*) 
m
 r i-l 
^ W ' - ' S B ' ^ " jT"^  P ^ 
It oan be easily verified that 
( 59 ) 
Sow we wish to show that the probability density function 
of PrB i s siren by (4 .2) . we do so in several steps as follows; 
r 
a) Obtain the distribution g(«) of s • t log x4_ i"l ** 
b) \Sbrkout the distribution >( l ) of \ • r log 0 • • 
\ 
o) Finally, obtain the distribution f r(y) of p r n * r / 
r 
Assume that « «* t log x4M 
(a) Let z» • log x i n 1 • 1 , 2 , . . . , r 
• i 
*
 X i » * » 
Hence from (1) we get f^Cs^), the pdf of «* as, 
p e * 
Now we obtain <J> ( t ) , the characterictio function of s< 
H l 
log 0 its 
- ...(4.3) 
p • it 
Since B » »^  • s2 + ... • aty, and s^ *0 are independent 
( 60 ) 
identically distributed random variables ouch having 
ohareeferistic function (4.3)» therefor© the characteristic 
function $ 2 ( t ) of E, works out to bo 
On conversion we got the pdf g(a) of • as follow! 
g(z) 1 
2* 
1 
2x 
fL 
2* 
/ _ 
/ 
-its 
• 
- i t a 
• 
# - i t « 
*8(t) at 
# i r t 
(P*lt) r 
• dt 
P* r-X p(»-sr log 0) 
( r log 0-2) e 
- •• < a < r log 0 
( r
-
1 ) l
 . . . ( 4 . 4 
(b) Let 1 - r log 0 - s . From (4>4) i t can be cosily verified 
that 
jr r—1 -»pat 
^ ( v ^ - - x • © < x < ~ •••(4.5) 
n* 
( 61 ) 
(c) Let y • r/ 
*l 
Using (4.5) we get triy) as follows 
*r(y) - MA(y)]}3l 
p* *-l -pr/y
 2 
« — (r/y) • r/y* 
r* 
rr
 r -r-l -pr/y 
• — p y • o < y < 
r* • • 
Jhua the Theorem (4.1) Is established. 
Now we check whether pTJ| i s unbiased estiaate of p, 
ij(y) - / * £ / * o - ^ / / dy 
e fr 
Substituting r/y • x 
«• r r-2 -px 
. / «««•. p* x e dx 
• r* 
*P • pr-1 r-2 -px 
• — / — — x e ix 
r-1 o r*-l 
r 
" — P 
r-1 
r 
Hence if r is sufficiently large so that — - & i then 
r-1 
Prn is unbiased estimate of p. 
( 62 ) 
If we take Py
 n " — P^t then j ^ n i s unbiased 
estimate of p. 
Legaa 4ftl, Itoe distribution of ^ » — p ^ ie given by , 
(r-1) p r -r-1 y 
f i (y) . y e . . . ( 4 . 6 ) 
proof : Ine result can be easily obtained from (4.2) . 
New for minimum variance we compute Craaer-Pao lower 
bound. 
1 
• • • • » • • 
h
 ^
l 0 8 f ( x l i i , x 2 i i — - x r n > ] 2 dp 
£ [ ~ . i o g f ( x ^ B . x t . , . , x r n ) ] 2 
op 
, r r 
• * ) - • * ug e • >- log x iB] L
 p i^i *• J 
«.2 9 « 2r 
- n ^ ^ / 4 
P » P r , n 
P 
( 63 ) 
r 2 /p 2 • S( vj2 ) - 2r/p E( ri ) 
* » • • • • i » « % i •» zr / p * *VP 
P P 
IhuB the Cramer-Hao lower bound • p / r . 
And variance of P.*
 n umrka out to be, 
r-2 
Hence i f r i s sufficiently large then the variance of the 
estimate i s approximately equal to Cramer-Hao lower bound. 
And thus the estimate has minimum variance. 
3. BftYKS* .aSflSUfS 
in th is section our object i s to make use of suitable 
prior information in the context of l i f e testing. It frequently 
happen that the experimenter knows in advance that the probable 
values of the parameto l i e over a f inite range [ o , p ] , but he 
does not have any strong prior opinions about any subset of 
values over this range. In such a case a uniform distribution 
of 9 over the range mentioned above may serve as a nice approxi-
mation to the prior density representing the experimenter* e 
( 64 ) 
belief, i . e . v/o consider the prior density $(e) 
1 
0(e) -
a < 9 < |j 
• . . (4 .7) 
o otherwise 
Die problem will also be examined for the exponential 
priors density I 
-a ( e • e > o 
g(0) - . . . ( 4 .8 ) 
Io otherwise 
Cast 1. Uniform prior density for 8 I 
m shall consider the ease men the prior density of 9 
involved in (4.1) i s restricted to a f inite range [a»? 1 as 
specified by (4 .7) . ffe assume that n Items from population 
(4.1) are placed on a l i f e test and the experiment i s continued 
t i l l the f irst r failures are observed. If x^nt x 2 n » . . . t *rn 
denote the f irst r ordered observations then the sample llkelihoot 
conditional on © Is given by 
ni p* r p-1 
y>(xin*x2n»*'-»xrnl9> " T ^ i 2* ( J V i * * . . . (4 .9 : 
Under the assumption of the prior density (4.7)» the 
posterior distribution of 6 after having observed f irs t r 
ordered values in a sample of sloe n t can be obtained by using 
Qaye*s theorem as 
••rp 
(i-rp)e 
* ^ . . . (4 .10) 
e t otherwise 
u(9/x) 
2he Baye's estimate 0 of 0 Is the mean of the posterior 
distribution 
-rp+1 
3 (1-rp) 0 
E [ t t ( 9 | x ) l - / dd 
« -rp*l -*p+l 
p - o 
-rp*2 -*p+2 (1-rp) p • « 
The variance of the Drye*s entlmrte 8 works out to be 
3-rp 3-tfp 2-rp 2-rp
 P 
fA* - •1"*>- i P * « ( l ^ P ) (^ • e ) 
^ •
r P - a1"** ^ P (2-rPT ( ^ - r P .
 a
l
~
r p ) 
For thv ^ s e in which the complete sample ( x ^ x2n* • • • ,xiuJ 
Is available, the results follow from the proceeding ones by 
mere substitution T * n* If, however, a l i f e teet Is terminated 
( 66 ) 
• • • • 
at a preasslgned time X the maber of failure B during that 
period would be random variable. If r be the observed value 
In a sample and If the corresponding l i f e tinea be (\a»*2n* 
x ) t them under the as sumption of prior density (4 .7) t the 
posterior distribution of 9 turns out to be the same as (4.10). 
Thus the results for a l i f e test terminated at a predesigned 
time point X. follow from the proceeding ones, 
Caee ,2. Kxponentlel prior density for 0 : 
Here we shall consider the case when the prior density of 
0 involved in (4.1) i s given by (4 .8) , Under the assumption 
of prior density (4.0) the posterior distribution of 9 after 
having observed f irs t r observations in a sample of sloe n 
works out to be, 
«*rp*l -9 
9 o 
r—•— •' • t 9 > o 
^
r p t 2
 . . •(4,11) 
O » 9 < O 
g*(0|x). 
The mean of the posterior distribution (4.11) i s the Baye*s 
estimate 9 of 9 t 
-rp*2 -6 
•• 9 e 
B [g#(9|x)] - / dG - (2-rp) 
#
 r-tfP+2 
< 6 7 ) 
And the variance of 9 • (2-rp) works out to be, 
Var.(&) - <2-*p). 
If the test 1B terminated at a preasslgned tine XA> the 
resulte are same ae in the caae of terminating the test after 
obtaining the f irst r observations, 
Tint re l iabi l i ty function of the failure model given by 
(4.1) la 
f(x) 
R(x) • — -
1- P(x) 
« 1 - ±— 
*/( l -R(x)) p 
from the uniform prior density function for 6 given by 
(4*7) we obtain the prior density function of B(x), It works 
out to be 
1 x - * *x x* x* 
f(«) • — — — ( 1 - s ) * , l - - t < « < 1 - T 5 
(•*-«) P a * fiF 
. . . (4 .12) 
She posterior distribution of 9 given by (4.10) i s used 
( 68 ) 
to obtain the posterior distribution of toe re l iabi l i ty 
function, Thus for the valueB of s stated in (4.12) the 
c.d.f. of the posterior distribution of the re l iabi l i ty 
function i s given by, 
x -arp 
* „l-rp 
M***sej» 
(1-*) 9 
r - i 
Ma^«»«M 
Differentiating f(c) with respect to s we get the posterior 
density function of the re l iabi l i ty function R(x), 
-rp*l_ .«p*l ^
 xj> xP 
f(«) -; «* r 
s otherwise 
The B&yeslan estimate of the reliability function is 
given by the mean of the posterior density, 
( 69 ) 
rP 
RU) - / p — — ( 1 / «* ) ( l -« ) P s da. 
or 
substituting (1-z) » y t we get 
x*/p p x - p ^ 1 r - 1 / - l 
R(x) • / ' "••• ( - i / n * r ) y p ( i -y)«y 
XT***1 r XP /?P •*» « -1
 4 
x*7« 
fl * * » * (r-x/„) r i , *»•* ^ * , 
R ( X ) • » — — < • ' • « • • • • • > • • ] « , • • • • » ) wmiII.I
 mm •» . _ » . . 
f T r P u - « - r | H a < r -Vp) gJ-p-1 . r p - l 
x r p ^ * p j^P-l+P ^ 
( r - l / p * 1) ^ l + P ^ P - 1 ^ 
. . . ( 4 . 1 3 i 
fhe above expression gtres the Bsyeeian estlm.- te of the 
( 70 ) 
re l iabi l i ty function R(x). 
Now for varlance of the estimate K(x), we calculate 
S<8 2 ) 
l - x * / ^ x~ r |* 1 r- i -1 
l -xp /a» pl-rp^l-rp * 
Substituting 1*8 « y, we get 
xP/pP a****1 r - i -1 
*U2> » /
 D / « <VB-*) y * (Uy2-2y)dy 
p^P-a*-** 
r - 1 / > i r.VpN ^ * 
• y * - 2y v dy 
1 (rp~l)x2p 
p-rp+l^-rpU ( r p . l + 2 p ) ( ^-^P^l-rP) 
1 _ ^ 
^rp-l*2p
 arp-l*2p 
1
 - > rp-l*p 
Therefore 7or.(R(x)) works out to be 
( 71 ) 
A 1 (rp-i)x 2 p 
V a r . ( R ( x ) ) • » • — — • "i— • —! i . . . . » . 
f rp-i-*2p arp-U2p 
(rp-px* ^ 1 X 
(rp-l*p) L
 r p . i^p arp-Hp 
1 (rp-Ur* 1 1 
a1",rp-pX"orp (*P-1+P) p*P-l*P
 arp-l*P 
. . . (4 .14) 
A pole BO n process 1B identified ag a process that 
generates random times between failure* x, with the exponential 
probability density, 
f(x|8) « 8 e~e* , • < * < • » , 3 > o 
• e elsewhere, 
A random sample (X »^ Xg*...* J^) from this dletrlbation 
results In a sufficient s tat i s t ic T * £ X^  » which has a gamma 
distribution with scale parameter A and shape parameter n. 
( 72 ) 
This explains why the sampling process is called gamma 
sampling, Here we use the statistic (X^ K2,...,Xn) instead 
of T «• t X^ as the conditioning statistic. Actually the 
posterior distribution of a is sans in either case. In what 
follows we discuss the complete sample case. If the sample is 
censored at r < n failures or at a time to the conditioning 
(sufficient) statistic is, respectively 
r r 
E JL *(n-r) X. or £ L • (a-r) t_ 
i-l ^ ^ 1*1 ^  • 
If the failures times occur in order i . e . %i < % <•••< *n 
the posterior distribution i s unaffected. 
The_ Qamaa Prior JQlstrlbution. 
suppose that 
g(d»a9P) - - « — — — — , a, p, e > • 
* o elsewhere 
For a • i •= o, the prior density for A is proportional 
to a . Then since random sampling is assumed 
f(x]Lf...txJ1|d) • *JT d • •ax 
- e n %mdT 
( 73 ) 
where T • i X* m that 
• > 
and then 
thus 
(e**)p*n p+n-l ~a(a+T) 
g O i x ^ . . . , ^ ) • — — - 0 • . . . (4 .15) 
r(p«*) 
Hie posterior distribution of A le thus gamma with scale 
parameter (a+11) and shape parameter £ • n. AB previously, if 
the sufficient s ta t i s t i c T « ;<.JL i s used as the conditioning 
s ta t i s t i c , 
a* n-l -8T 
f(Tjd) • —— T e 
m 
Thus 
so that 
( 74 ) 
which i s identical to (4.15). 
Xhc mean of & gamete, distribution i s the shape parameter 
divided by the scale parameter* BO that the posterior seen 
i s 
a • n 
* a • $ 
for large a the posterior mean is approximately n/T, which 
is the classical maximum likelihood estimate of A . 
Failure Rate Q. 
In the analysis of the proceeding section the number of 
tines to failure observed was held fixe* at n and t • £ X^ 
was a random variable. Shis has the disadvantage that it is 
not known that how much time will be required to record the 
n failures times* For this reason the test time T » will now 
be fixed and n, the number of failures, allowed to vary. In 
this situation the aietribution of the number of failures 
occur ins in fixed operating time T is given by the peisson 
distribution. 
C 75 ) 
f(njd,T) 
The g&mnu. prldr distr ibution i s given toy 
g(*.a.p) - ~ **-l
 t -»« 
Then ,
 n 
f( t t tS) « — —— d • 
so that 
and (<x+T){,+n p*n-l - d ( a * D 
S ( ' j n ) M —- -<•—.-» e e 
(G+n) i 
The posterior mean i s again 
p • n 
s( A. |n) • — 
a • X 
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1. IN3ft0JJttC£!0B. 
Apart from Its theoretical interest the gamma distribution 
has been studied in connection ./itb some re l iabi l i ty , l i f e 
test and fatigue test problems. Ihe availability of the tables 
of the probability Integral and the percentage points of the 
gamma distribution in the tables edited by Pearson and 
iJartley (1934) has facil itated the use of this distribution 
in connection with the f i t t ing and graduation of skew data. 
Xhe tables of U -distribution ( a special ease of the gamma. 
distribution ) are included in most standard stat is t ical texts 
and tables. 
2 The gamna distribution which includes y and exponential 
distribution as special oases i s derived by Birnaum and 
Saunders (1969) as one of the stat ist ical models for the l i f e -
length of materials. She use of this distribution as models for 
some re l iabi l i ty problems i s mentioned by Gupta and droll (1961), 
?hey hare considered the problem of finding the minimum sample 
else necessary to assure a certain mean l i f e when a l i f e test 
i s truncated at a preasslgned time t and when the observed 
number of failures dees not exceed a given acceptance number . 
( 78 ) 
fp(x,e) » - g r — **"* «""^e. o < x < •% p> o, 0 > o 
. . • (5 .1) 
It should be pointed out that the random variable 
2x/Q in (5.1) has a central V distribution with 2p 
degrees of freedom, She cumulative distribution function 
(o .d . f . ) io given by 
*p(x,G) - / *p(x te)dx 
which reduces to 
p-i e -Ve ( j l / 0 ) J 
F_(x,9) • 1 - 2 —- ' ' — -""» i f p ie an integer 
. . . ( 5 . 2 ) 
?or p * 19 the gamma distribution reduces to exponential, 
For p > 19 the density functions represent positively skewed 
curves which start at the origin and which tend to the normal 
distribution as p tends to infinity, for p < 1» the axes are 
asymptotes to the density curves. 
She mean and variance of the distribution ere p9 and p9 
respectively, 
She rel iabi l i ty function R(x) of the distribution i s of 
( 79 ) 
the following foru, 
R(x) * probability of failure free operation 
during tine x. 
* prob. t X > x 1 
- r - ~ (Ve)*"*1 •**/* dx 
• f £t e** dt. 
x/e rp 
For the Samoa distribution with parameters p and 9, the 
failure rate d(x) is given by 
# -x/e XP-1 
aOO 
rp epOSpU,e)] 
Putting x/0 - t , we get 
ea(x) 
rpLi-FpU»i)l 
Assume that x^» x 2***** x a independent observations ere 
given from f (x,6) then the lograthi» eftthe likelihood function 
L i s 
( 80 ) 
•* n n 
log L - -pn log 0 - n log (rp) - K t x ^ o - l ) t log x4 
the equations determining the maximum likelihood estimates 
0 and p of 0 and p respectively ore 
n 
tL - A*1 
n 
i-1 ^ 
• • •• • 
and -n log 8 - n (//(p) • i; log X^  » o 
a 
where l^(p) - — [log rp] 
dp 
For the case when p i s assumed to be an integer the 
function y (p) known as dig&maa function reducee to the simple 
fona 
\f)(p) » 1 • 1/2 • 1/3 • • . • • 1 / ^ - ^ • p > 2 
whore \ i s the i t e r ' s constant • ,$772157 
4 . QRMRai) DATA FtiOM TUB kODaL 
Assume that n items, randomly drawn from a population 
( 81 ) 
of a product with density function (3.1) are put throujgi 
a l i f e tes t , the weakest one f a l l s f i r s t , the 2nd weakest 
f a l l s next and so on. Thus the data are available In an 
ordered manner. She experimentation i s discontinued after 
the f irst r observations are available. Suppose the observa-
tions be ordered as x.
 a < * 2 a < • •• < *y a» where the 2nd 
suffix denotes that the observations are based on a sample of 
s ise n. Then we wish to establish the results that the maximum 
likelihood estimate of 9 i s best in the sense that i t i s 
unbiased, has minimum variance and i s sufficient, and also 
obtain the distribution of the estimator. 
Theorem fol. (1) The MLE e r f J l of e i s given by 
r J^i.n+^K.* 
e r # a - . . . (5 .3 ) 
( U ) The density function f r(y) of 0 r n i s 9 
1 , rp rp-3. -rpy/O 
f r(y) - (rp\0) y • f y > e . . . (5 .4 ) r
 rrp 
(ill) e_
 n i s sufficient and unbiased and has r»n 
minimum variance. 
( 82 ) 
Progf. ( i ) 'Jhe joint density funotion of the f irst r out 
of n ordered observations *i
 B» *2 a***** *r n' i B « l T e n ^ 
f ( x l , * ' *2 ,n— ••«r fn'9) " 
a» % r P-l \ T 
(n-r)i
 e
r
» ( r p ) r 1 - 1 9 * * 
. . . ( 5 .5 ) 
Taking logarithms, differentiating with respeet to 0 and 
equating the derivative to sero9 we get 
1
 *!,*•<*"> "r.n i-1 
rp r»n 
is MLK of 9. 
Now we defer the proof of ( i i ) and ( i i i ) » instead we 
establish another result which will be used in the proof of 
( i i ) . 
Legate }aj, . Let the random variables *A B» 1 < i < r , be 
defined as follows 
( 83 ) 
The randan variables Y^
 n are outually independent. 
Further for each i , (n-i+DY^
 n fellows gaana distribution. 
proof, Zhe Joint density function of Y« _ can be found fro» 
(5 .5 ) . *• haw 
m l r p-l r 
[ 7T (n-l*l)Y1 n] exp [- l (B-M)Y1 _/€ i*l • i"l • ( « ) !
 0rp(rp)r 
*!.» 2 f 
•*«> (a-i+DY^
 n are independent gamma •ariatea. 
How we proof the ( i i ) part of Theorem 5.1. 
8 r n can be expressed in teras of X± n as 
Next we calculate the characteristic function of 0W M. 
r f n 
Je hare 
$e (*) - TT * t • * J 
*r,n i-1 
( 64 ) 
Let us substitute • (a-i+DY^
 a » Z^n 
IhuB $ft U ) - T[ B L« • J 
°r»a 1-1 
r
 1J® -p 
- T l ( i - — ) 
1*1 rp 
Therefore 
1x8 -rp 
$A (x) • ( 1 ) . 
° r ,n rp 
From the uniqueness theorem for character 1stlo functions 
It follows on inversion that the probability density fuaotloa 
of 0 r n Is glren by, 
1 rp rp-1 -crpy/e 
t (y) . (rp/e) * e . y > • 
^ rrp 
» o elsewhere 
MDW we proof part ( i l l ) of Theorem 5.1. 
The sufficiency of dr n can be verified by using the 
Fieher-Neynan criterion 
( 85 ) 
f<*Lta»—»^tm»e> " s ( 0r tn»0> h (*l tn»"*»*r,n»0>' 
since the likelihood function (5.5) can be written in 
the abote form by taking 
n
**l ta#*** ,*r fn f 0) • 1 1* • i ^ | B i ^ f n * * * " - ^Tftt* " 
• e otherwise 
Now for unblasednesB we ahow that s (6 r n ) " 9 
• X rp rp -rpy/e 
i3(9_ J • / — (rp/e) y e dy 
r , n
 e pep 
- e 
«»»> 9 r B l e unbiased for e . 
New for minimum variance* l e t p» compute the Craaer^Rae 
d 2 
lower bound l/S( — log f) where f i s given by (5,5) 
ee 
d 2 rp rp 2 
a f — log f A - s [- — • —« e_ _ i 
r2 p2 1 
" —2 [-? V a r ( 9 r .n>] 
( 86 ) 
How we calculate 
•a* (0rfB) - r y\(y> <Ur - e' 
Bute 
e AP 
d
 2 r
2p2
 2 $ (—,- leg f) - —w-» [X/rp] * rp/e . 
ae e* 
Henoe Cramer-Rao lower bound « ©2/rp« Since Tar (e r a ) 
2 i s aleo equal to 9 /rp •»»> 0 r n has minimum variance. 
5. miMaxfmv km omHum otuBACtiaisgo FBHCIIOH 
In this section we study the question of bow ** bast " 
to use the f irst r ordered observation* (from a sample also of n) 
so as to decide between two values of ©# 9j and &2 (where O ^ g ) 
The operating characteristic function of the test procedure has 
also been obtained. 
According to Neyaan-Peorson theory, by • best " we Bean 
a test which has the property that among a l l tes ts having a 
fixed probability a of rejecting 9 - Gx when true, the test 
in question will have the largest possible chance of rejecting 
9 • 0« when the alternative e • 9« i s true. 
( 87 ) 
So derive the test we use the fteyvan-Pearson lemma. 
According to this lemma a beet test must be one for which 
the region of rejection can be found from the inequality, 
*(*l9n§x29n** •••*r9n**2)/ f*xl,n t*2,n»*'-»*r,n»el> > * 
From (5.5) and (5.5) this becomes 
1 
>2 
°lP exp* t- 57 rp 9rfa] 
ro * 
V «*• L- SJ *» ^.a 3 
> K 
•r 
•r 
9* rp 1 1 
0. rp 1 1 
( -*-) exp. F rp 9 .
 n (—• - — ) J > I 9 g L ^ » n ^ e 2 
alnce 9. and 9 g are preaeeigned constnnte such that 
9. > 9 2 # Iherefere 
- ( l / 0 2 ) • ( 1 / 0 ^ < o 
It follows at once that the region of rejection for 
( 88 ) 
8 » 0, has the form *l 
QT§n < C . . . (5 .6 ) 
To oeet the condition that the probability of rejecting 
8 » 8, when true equals a* we need to choose C so that 
Frob.(er> | l < 0 | 8 - 8X) - a . . . ( 5 . 7 ) 
So find C expl ic i t / we use the following learn. 
Lomma 5 t 2 . The random Tariable X « 2rp 9 r j/Q fellows a 
Chi-square distribution with 2rp degrees of freedom. 
proof. From (5*4) which gives the density function of 8
 n , 
the density function of X works out to he 
1 rp-1 -x/2 
f (X)« x • 
2 
which i s the y -density function with 2rp degree* of freedea. 
Thus (5*7) can be written as 
8 X 
Proh.( - * - - < C ) • a 
2rp 
( 89 ) 
2rpC 
or Jrob.( X < —— ) » « 
h 
2rpC 
•r Prob.( I > —— ) « X - o . . . (5 .8) 
«1 
Let us denote a Qhi-square variable with n degrees of 
2 2 
freedom as V (n) and let us define y (n) by the Inequality, 
prob.( y(n) > y(n)) 
Thus from (5*8) we got, 
2*pC
 2 / v 
—' »•»•• • "y. (2rp) 
9. 1-a 
91 2 
er G • — — V (2rp) 
2rp rU* • 
Hence (5*7) will be satisfied if the region of rejection for 
e • 9X 1B given by 
h 2 
9 < , v (2rp) ...(5.9) 
*•" 2rp l-o 
According to 3eynan-»Pearson lemna the region of rejection 
(5.9) has a greater chance of rejecting 0 • 0 , , when e » 9 2 i s 
( 90 ) 
true9 than any other region which assigns probability a te 
the rejection of e • 9^ (when 9. Is the true value). She 
region (5.9) 1B best In the Keyman-Pearson sense for any 
9 2 < 9X . Hence (3.9) gives a uniformly most power test in 
the Seyaan-pearson sense of the hypothesis 9 • 9^ against 
9 < 9 X . 
The acceptance region for the simple test for 9 - 9^ 
against 9 < B^ with type I error • « i s given by 
Let us now find the operating characteristic function 
L(9) of the procedure specified by (5,10) 
1,(9) • probability of accepting 9 • 9^ when 9 
i s the true value 
- »ob , ( 9 r # n > - L . > ^ ( 2 r p ) ) 
9rn 9 2 
- Prob.( 2rp — > - * - ~Y- (2rp) ) 
9 9 1-a 
o Since 2rp 9 r , / 9 follows -"y. -distribution with 2rp 
degrees of freedom when e i s the true value. Therefore, 
( 91 ) 
2 9 2 
L(9) - pro*. ( X 2 r p ) > —I \ ^ ( 2 r p ) ) 
ACCEPTANCE SiXBUm PLAS 
We assume that l i f e times follow a gamma distribution. 
A common practice in l i f e testing i s to terminate a l i f e test 
by a proaBsigned time t and note the number of failures. One 
object of these experiment a i s to set a confidence (lower) 
limit on the mean l i f e . It i s then desired to establish a 
specified mean l i f e with a given probability of at least a. 
She decision to accept the specified mean l i f e occurs i f and 
only i f the number of observed failures at the end of the fixed 
time t does not exceed a given nimber C. For such a truncated 
l i f e test and the associated decision rule, we are interested 
in obtaining sampling plans i . e . we want to find the smallest 
sampling sise to achieve our objective. A sampling plan consists 
of 
( i ) i&e number of units n on test 
( l i ) An acceptance number C, such that i f C or fewer 
failures occur during the fixed time t , the l i t i s 
accepted. 
( i i i ) a ratio t / - , where 9# i s the specified mean l i f e . 
o 
( 92 ) 
The choice of C and t will be made from producuer's 
risk which i s the probability of rejecting a good l o t , i . e . 
a lo t for which the true mean l i f e p© 2 specified mean l i f e 
p0 . The consumer's risk i s fixed in our formulation and 
o 
cannot exceed l-o. Thus the probability a is a confidence level 
in the B9nae that the chance of rejecting a lot having a 
parameter e < 6 is at least equal to a. 
for a fixed a, our sampling plans are characterised by 
the triplet (n, C, t/pe ) . 
9 
We assume that the l e t i s of a large else so that binomial 
distribution theory applies. Mathematically given a number 
< x ( o < a < l ) , a time t and a value e of 6 and an acceptance 
number C, we want to find the smallest positive integer n so that 
i f the observed number of failures in time t does not exceed C 
we can assert with probability a that 9 2 e 0» or equivalently, 
that the mean l i f e p9 > p6 . 
•• o 
She required n i s the smallest positive integer which 
sat is f ies the inequality 
C n
 4 n-i 
E (<) P^U-p' ) < 1 - a 
i«o * 
where p» • F(t,90) • Probability of a failure in time t if true 
mean life is p9 . 
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